A Few Minutes with the Boss
Rauner vs. Quinn
By: Joseph Andalina
I’m weary all the time wondering what these two are really up to.


Quinn: Mr. “I’ve been put on this earth to resolve the pension crisis.” Democrat and
populist politician.



Rauner: who said regarding a settlement agreement by Quinn and a state union that he
might have to take a strike and shut down the government for a few weeks and kind of
redo everyone’s contract. He said he would do it proudly. Typical Republican anti-union
animus politician.



Quinn: who while raising Illinois state income taxes and denying that he ever said it
would be rolled back also signs legislation to destroy pensions.



Rauner: who asks why should government workers get a pension that makes them
millions when they retire? Someone has to take them on. Really, sir—millions? Who
knew?



Quinn: who is confident and arrogant that the US Supreme Court will uphold his
legislation on pensions and is not willing to compromise for the benefit of his state
workers.



Rauner: who said we have a financial tumor growing in the US, created by public sector
unions.



Quinn: in grandstanding for an increase in the minimum wage, says he lived on a poverty
salary and ate graham crackers only for dinner for one full week. No chocolate or
marshmallows, Mr. Governor?



Rauner: who has 53 million plus in earnings and still wants to be the king.

What is all so common between the two of them is I think they are both standing up to their
“hippies” in horse manure. Or maybe it’s “el toro mierda” or just plain bull crap.
Either way, they both stink and so does the stuff that comes out of their mouths. There are so
many falsehoods on what they say and apparently believe about public workers—and it’s
nauseating.
And we are expected to vote for one over the other in November. Tough decision, but labor is
almost always better with Democrats than Republicans. It is ironic, however, that many in law
enforcement are conservative.

Which is why MAP doesn’t tell you who to vote for or endorse. All I support is that you really
look at Ringmaster Ned and Bozo the Clown and see who we/you would fare better under if one
is elected over the other.
It’s just a shame that some really honest, hard-working candidates who truly appreciate the
public worker cannot run for office.
No, all we get is tax hounds and government worker demonizer who all have more money than
most of you will ever have.
Or maybe they really are eating graham crackers.

Stay safe. Vita é bella

